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By William Nikkel

Suspense Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 350 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.8in.December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor: Five Japanese two-man mini-subs speed toward the mouth of
the harbor. Four mini-subs are sunk or captured. The fate of the fifth sub, I-16, is unknown. Late at
night, nearly three quarters of a century later: Marine biologist Jack Ferrell sails into a mysterious
fog off of Kauais Na Pali coast. Dense fog banks dont form in Hawaii . . . or so he thought. They
certainly dont glow in the dark. Concealed within the mist is the sloop Julie Ann floundering in a
rogue remnant of drift net. A young womans scream pierces the damp air, and he rushes to her
rescue. The next morning, Jack dives to check the damage done to the reef by the net and discovers
a sunken WWII Japanese mini-sub and the answer to a Pearl Harbor enigma: the fate of I-16. But in
a depression in the coral, lies a greater mystery: a human skull the size of a grapefruit. Through a
colleague, he learns the skull is from an extinct species of child-sized human being that lived 12, 000
years ago on the remote Indonesian...
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A brand new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You will like the way the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Cia r a  Seng er-- Cia r a  Seng er

Completely among the best pdf We have at any time study. We have study and i am sure that i am going to likely to read yet again once again in the
foreseeable future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Penelope O 'Conner  DDS-- Penelope O 'Conner  DDS
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